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Conflict Update # 99 

June 23rd, 2022 

Conflict Assessment 

Key Takeaways 

Belarusian forces are conducting 

mobilization exercises along the Ukrainian 

border but are unlikely to enter the war in 

Ukraine due to their low capabilities and the 

adverse domestic implications of military 

involvement on behalf of Russia. 

Russian forces have likely reached the 

southern outskirts of Lysychansk and are 

reinforcing their grouping around 

Severodonetsk to complete the capture of 

both Severodonetsk and Lysychansk. These 

gains remain unlikely to provide Russian forces 

with a decisive edge in further operations in 

Ukraine and have further degraded Russian 

capabilities. 

Russian forces are continuing efforts to 

encircle the Ukrainian grouping in Hirske and 

Zolote and are likely moving to take control of 

these settlements. 

Russian forces have likely successfully 

interdicted Ukrainian lines of 

communication along the T1302 highway and 

are using recent gains along the highway to 

reinforce assaults on Lysychansk. 

Russian forces amassed equipment and 

continued building defensive capabilities along 

the Southern Axis. 

Main Effort—Eastern Ukraine 

Subordinate Main Effort—Southern Kharkiv, Donetsk, Luhansk Oblasts (Russian objective: Encircle Ukrainian 

forces in Eastern Ukraine and capture the entirety of Donetsk and Luhansk oblasts, the claimed territory of Russia’s 

proxies in Donbas). 

Russian forces continued offensive operations to drive north toward Lysychansk and reached the southern outskirts of 

the city on June 23. Ukrainian sources confirmed on June 23 that Russian troops captured Rai-Oleksandrivka and 
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Luskotivka on June 22, which will allow Russian forces to 

launch further advances toward Lysychansk without having 

to complete an opposed river crossing from within 

Severodonetsk. Several Ukrainian and Russian sources 

reported fighting south of Lysychansk in Bila Hora, Myrna 

Dolyna, and Vovchoyarivka, all within 5 km of Lysychansk. 

The UK Ministry of Defense confirmed that Russian forces 

have advanced to within 5 km of southern Lysychansk. 

Russian Telegram channel Rybar claimed that Russian 

forces have made it as far as the southern outskirts of 

Lysychansk and are fighting within the industrial zone of 

the city, but ISW cannot confirm this claim. Russian forces 

have also likely restricted Ukrainian access to lines of 

communication into Lysychansk and can shell large areas 

of both the Siversk-Lysychansk and Bakhmut-Lysychansk 

highways. 

Russian forces are reinforcing their grouping around 

Severodonetsk in order to complete the capture of the city. 

The Ukrainian General Staff (UGS) reported that elements 

of the 2nd Army Corps (the Armed Forces of the Luhansk 

People’s Republic) and Rosgvardia (Russian National 

Guard) are fighting to establish full control of 

Severodonetsk. Rosgvardia is notably not intended to be a 

frontline combat force, and their involvement in direct 

fights for control of contested territory indicates that 

Russian troops in the Severodonetsk area are severely 

degraded and relying on secondary forces to support 

operations. The BBC’s Russian service previously reported 

on June 21 that Rosgvardia and Wagner Group personnel 

are providing Russia’s main assault force in Severodonetsk, 

likely due to a lack of dedicated infantry in frontline Russian 

units. Ukrainian parliamentarian and military expert 

Dmytro Snyegerev stated that Russian forces are moving 

modern S-300V4 anti-aircraft air defense missile systems to 

the Severodonetsk area in order to protect their forces from 

the Ukrainian air force and drones. Russian forces 

reportedly moved one battalion tactical group (BTG) from 

the Central Military District to Novotoshivske, south of the 

Severodonetsk-Lysychansk area, likely in support of 

operations to complete the capture of the rest of Luhansk 

Oblast. 
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Russian forces have likely moved to complete the encirclement of Ukrainian troops in Zolote and Hirske but have not yet 

taken full control of both settlements. Their sources claimed that Russian troops are clearing Zolote, Hirske, and the 

surrounding areas, and geolocated combat footage from June 23 showed Russian troops entering Hirske itself from the 

east. Neither official Ukrainian nor Russian sources have confirmed the capture of Zolote and Hirske, however, and 

Russian forces are likely still fighting to establish total control of this area. 

Russian forces continued efforts to interdict Ukrainian lines of communication along the T1302 Bakhmut-Lysychansk 

highway to support operations in Lysychansk and made incremental gains on June 23. UGS reported that elements of the 

1st Army Corps (the Armed Forces of the Donetsk People’s Republic) took control of Mykolaivka, a settlement along the 

T1302 highway about 15 km southwest of Lysychansk. Russian forces additionally continued assault operations in 

Berestove, a settlement adjacent to Mykolaivka along the T1302. Head of Luhansk Oblast Administration Serhiy Haidai 

indicated the T1302 is currently inoperable, which 

suggests that Russian forces have successfully 

interdicted Ukrainian supply efforts into the 

Lysychansk area. Russian forces conducted 

unsuccessful reconnaissance-in-force operations 

in Vershyna and unsuccessfully attempted to pin 

Ukrainian forces in Klynove, both southeast of 

Bakhmut. 

Russian forces continued to prepare for offensive 

operations towards Slovyansk from the southeast 

of Izyum but did not make any confirmed 

advances on June 23. UGS stated that Russian 

forces moved two unspecified tank units to the 

Izyum area to strengthen their grouping 

northwest of Slovyansk. They reportedly 

conducted unsuccessful assaults on Dolyna and 

Bohorodychne, both within 20 km northwest of 

Slovyansk. Their forces will likely continue efforts 

to drive down the E40 (also known as the M03) 

highway toward Slovyansk but are unlikely to be 

successful in directly assaulting the city as the 

main Russian effort remains focused on the 

capture of Severodonetsk-Lysychansk. 

Supporting Effort #1—Kharkiv City (Russian 

objective: Withdraw forces to the north and 

defend ground lines of communication (GLOCs) to 

Izyum). 

Russian forces north of Kharkiv City focused on 

preventing Ukrainian advances and fired on and 

around Kharkiv City on June 23. UGS stated that 

Russian forces are trying to prevent Ukrainian 

forces in northern Kharkiv Oblast from 

threatening the rear of Russian operations 
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heading towards Izyum-Slovyansk and conducted artillery strikes on Kharkiv City and settlements to the north and 

southeast. 

Supporting Effort #2—Southern Axis 

(Objective: Defend Kherson and Zaporizhia 

Oblasts against Ukrainian counterattacks). 

Russian forces continued to focus on 

defensive operations and amassed 

equipment along the Southern Axis on June 

23. UGS reported that Russian forces 

conducted a series of unsuccessful assaults 

near the Donetsk-Zaporizhia Oblast 

administrative border around Shevchenko, 

Vremivka, Novosilka, and Neskuchne, and 

that they additionally concentrated artillery 

units around the Kherson-Mykolaiv Oblast 

border in response to recent Ukrainian 

counterattacks in the area. 

Their forces are additionally moving large 

columns of military equipment from 

Mariupol to Berdyansk and Polohy, likely to 

reinforce positions in Zaporizhia Oblast to 

defend against both Ukrainian partisan 

activity and counterattacks. Head of the 

Ukrainian Main Intelligence Directorate Kirill 

Budanov stated that Russian forces are 

deploying a detachment consisting of air 

defense and rocket group units, a boat 

group, and special forces to Snake Island in 

response to recent Ukrainian strikes directly 

against Snake Island. Russian forces 

continued to fire on Kherson, Mykolaiv, 

Dnipropetrovsk, and Zaporizhia Oblasts. 

Activity in Russian-occupied Areas (Russian objective: consolidate administrative control of occupied areas; set 

conditions for potential annexation into the Russian Federation or some other future political arrangement of Moscow’s 

choosing). 

Russian occupation authorities continued efforts to consolidate administrative control of occupied areas of Ukraine on 

June 23. The Ukrainian Resistance Center reported on June 23 that mass “passportization” efforts have been so 

unsuccessful that Russian authorities are forcing inmates at the Kherson Northern Correctional Colony to obtain Russian 

citizenship to increase their numbers. The Ukrainian Resistance Center additionally claimed that Russian officials plan to 

hold an annexation referendum in Zaporizhia and Kherson Oblasts on September 11, 2022, though ISW cannot 

independently confirm this claim - which Ukrainian sources have previously speculated on, as the date of existing Russian 

elections. This deadline will likely further pressure Russian occupation authorities to create a façade of widespread public 

support for integration into Russia, through passportization measures or otherwise. Despite growing indications that 
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Russian authorities hope to expedite the annexation process, Kremlin spokesperson Dmitry Peskov stated that it is “out 

of the question” to abolish the border between Russia and Zaporizhia, suggesting continued discrepancies over the 

degree of integration of occupied territories being pursued by the Kremlin. 

Ukraine and Russia have escalated missile strikes in and around the Black Sea, including attacks on occupying 

Russian elements on Ukraine's Snake Island, as well as "a former natural-gas rig" upon which Russia had allegedly fixed 

jammers, according to the New York Times, reporting yesterday. 

Another senior Russian officer killed in action – On June 15, several Ukrainian media outlets reported that another 

top Russian military officer was killed in battle. This time, it was Colonel Sergei Postnov, who headed the information 

response group within the 1st Bureau of the National Guard’s (Rosgvardia) Media Relations Department. Since the 

beginning of the Russian aggression against Ukraine back in 2014, information warfare has played a key role in the 

Kremlin’s efforts. And Postnov’s high officer rank further underscores this fact today. 

Outgunned Ukrainians Hail Arrival Of U.S. Heavy Weapons As Russians Press Ahead - Kyiv has announced 

the arrival of the first U.S. long-range 

weapons systems that the Ukrainian 

military has been waiting on for 

months, and the United States says it 

will send a new batch of military 

assistance including more rocket 

systems. 

News of the arms shipments on June 23 

came as Russian forces, backed by 

massive artillery power, pressed ahead 

with their offensive to completely 

encircle Ukraine's last pocket of 

resistance in the Luhansk region. 

Ukrainian Defense Minister Oleksiy 

Reznikov said on June 23 that High 

Mobility Artillery Rocket Systems 

(HIMARS) from the United States are 

now in Ukraine. 

It was not immediately known when the HIMARS had entered the country or if they were already being used on the front 

line, but Kyiv hopes the artillery will help turn the tide in the war that began four months ago. 

"Thank you to my U.S. colleague and friend Defense Secretary Lloyd Austin for these powerful tools! Summer will be hot 

for Russian occupiers. And the last one for some of them," he said on Twitter. 

Although Ukrainian officials continue to request fighter planes and advanced air defense systems, Western countries 

have thus far resisted these. Partly out of fear that these systems could be captured and partly arising out of a concrn 

that Russia will construe these as direct offensive tools against them. 

It remains to be seen however, once Russian advances achieve their Donbas objectives, and then show intent on further 

westward incursions thereafter, how the US and NATO will react.  
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Impacts 

Russia Is Boosting Food Prices to Undermine Global Support for Sanctions - Russia is using the massive 

increase in global food prices as a “weapon” to turn countries against the sanctions that Western nations imposed on 

Moscow for invading Ukraine, EU and U.S. officials said yesterday. Other officials said the crisis would take years to 

resolve.  

Global prices for wheat, one of Ukraine’s main agricultural exports, have risen some 16 percent since Russia invaded in 

February and one-third since March 2021. Russia has been blocking grain exports, targeting grain storage facilities, and 

even stealing food. 

All this plus climate trends and other factors will likely keep food prices elevated for at least three years, said Cary Fowler, 

U.S. Special Envoy for Global Food Security at the State Department. 

A European diplomat said Russia was working to convince regional audiences that the rising cost of food should be 

blamed on Western sanctions, not Russia’s war on Ukraine. 

Containment 

NATO Must Ensure Defense and Civilian Industries Work Together - The internet, microwaves, and synthetic 

rubber came into our lives as products invented for military purposes. Even everyday things, such as undershirts and 

concentrated fruit juice were created to improve the combat readiness of armed forces. Though many people typically 

associate the military with war and suffering, this industry has been a source of incredible progress, producing inventions 

that made our lives longer, healthier, and easier. These days, innovation is likely to run the other way, with the military 

benefiting from inventions developed with private funding.  
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A symbiotic relationship between military needs and human progress is not necessarily the default. Instead, it requires a 

well-oiled innovation ecosystem in which military and civilian industries share their expertise and knowledge with one 

another. NATO has recently announced several initiatives to build on past success, but more are needed—particularly as 

members increase their military funding.  

Virtually all alliance members are investing more in defense or are soon planning to do so. Germany, for example, 

declared that it would create a 100-billion-Euro fund and reach its 2% goal in 2022. Poland, which shares the longest EU 

border with Ukraine, has taken in more than 3.5 million Ukrainian refugees and promised to dedicate 3% of its GDP to 

defense. Croatia ramped up its defense investment to 2.3% of GDP. 

To ensure that this new investment spurs innovation and co-operation between military and civilian industries as well as  

academia, NATO announced in April the Defense Innovation Accelerator for the North Atlantic. DIANA will concentrate 

on deep technologies, including artificial intelligence, big-data processing, quantum-enabled technologies, 

biotechnology, novel materials, and outer space. In addition, 17 NATO nations have agreed to set up the world’s first 

multi-sovereign venture capital fund. It will invest 1 billion Euros in early-stage startups and other deep tech funds aligned 

with its strategic objectives. 

But NATO members need to do more to maintain their technological advantage over Russia and China, who are also 

increasing spending on military research and development. The trends make this clear. In 1960, the U.S. accounted for 

69 percent of global R&D investments, with U.S. defense-related R&D accounting for no less than 36% of global spending. 

The bulk (65%) of U.S. investments in defense-related R&D was financed from the federal budget. However, by 2019, the 

U.S. share of global R&D fell to 30%, and the share of federal government investment in defense-related R&D fell from 

65% to 21%, whereas the share of business investment in R&D has grown from 33% to 71%. This leaves no doubt that 

meaningful innovation is not possible without close co-operation with the private sector.  

As NATO prepares to adopt its next Strategic Concept at the summit in Madrid, it is essential that it focus on mechanisms 

that maintain its technological advantage. As part of GLOBSEC’s work at the Future Security and Defense Council, we 

have proposed several ideas to help promote innovation in the Alliance. We are convinced that NATO’s innovation 

ecosystem must integrate public and private sectors to ensure this edge. 
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US Looks to Shift Ukraine from Soviet to NATO Weapons - “It would just be easier if we were using similar 

systems,” said one expert, as U.S. officials mull long–term efforts to resupply Ukraine’s arsenal. 

The latest tranche of U.S. military support for Ukraine sends long-range weapons to defend the Donbas region, and also 

opens the door to a future when the Ukrainian army fights with the same small arms and artillery as the West.  

Since the invasion began, Ukraine has largely defended itself using Soviet-era arms—such as the AK-74, their standard-

issue rifle—because Ukrainian forces were familiar with those weapons. Many of Ukraine’s weapons fire different round 

sizes than U.S. versions and are not compatible.  

“It's what they inherited after the end of the Cold War,” said German Marshall Fund fellow Steven Keil. “It makes up the 

bulk of their own military capacity.” 

In recent weeks, as the United States has worked to get weapons to Ukraine, it offered a deal to Eastern European and 

former Soviet Bloc countries that held stockpiles of Russian-specific munitions: If those countries would send their arms 

to Ukraine, the U.S. would replace them with NATO-standard guns, artillery, air defenses, and aircraft.  

“From NATO’s point of view, this has been a win-win-win,” said Mark Cancian, a senior advisor at the Center for Strategic 

and International Studies. “It makes the logistics easier. And the supplying of weapons easier because you have a broader 

sort of set of suppliers.” 

It could also accelerate Kyiv’s modernization to NATO-standard weapons, no matter whether Ukraine joins the alliance.  

For example, Ukraine and other former Soviet republics inherited the Soviet-designed self-propelled 152 howitzer as 

heavy artillery. It’s a different gun and uses a different projectile than the U.S.-made 155 howitzer.  

With the 152s, “I'm not sure where they can get them. I don't know if anyone produces them,” Cancian said. “Whereas 

when you're talking 155, there are a half-a-dozen countries that will produce a self-propelled 155. So when it comes time 

to rebuild the Ukrainian military, that's going to become an issue.” 

Early in the fighting, the lack of interoperability was one of the reasons the U.S. did not send Patriot missile defense 

systems to Ukraine. Ukrainian forces would have needed U.S. training and support in Ukraine, which President Joe Biden 

was unwilling to do.  

Each of the more advanced systems now under consideration would also require training—not only on how to operate 

them, but also on how to maintain them. The U.S. official said the extent of the longer-term support is still being worked 

through.  

“We’re not there yet. We're just taking the initial first step,” the official said.  

But the groundwork is already being laid. Earlier this month, Deputy Defense Secretary Kathleen Hicks met with the CEOs 

of America’s largest defense companies to look for ways to speed up weapons deliveries to Ukraine. Global defense 

stocks have largely risen in the weeks following Russia’s invasion, especially after NATO allies increased plans to boost 

military spending. 

This is sure to be a cause for serious concern for Russia and Putin, as Western arms and technology are reportedly 

superior to that od Russia. Microchips, essential in modern arms production and design, are a high priority in current 

anti-Russian sanctions regimes, without which their arms technology deteriorates demonstrably. 

Turkish officials are growing increasingly wary of publicly arming Ukraine - Turkey’s indirect involvement has 

been particularly instrumental so far thanks to sales of its Bayraktar TB-2 drones. But its alleged recent purchase of grain 

from Russian ships has irked officials in Kyiv, who say that that grain was stolen from Ukraine. "It is technically very 
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difficult to determine the geographic origin of grain," Turkish officials said in their defense. Read on, here. Reuters has 

more on the grain theft allegations, here. 

U.S.-made HIMARS long-range artillery units have finally arrived - It's day 120 of Russia's invasion of democratic 

Ukraine, and U.S.-made HIMARS long-range artillery units have finally arrived, Defense Minister Oleksii Reznikov tweeted 

Thursday morning. "Summer will be hot for Russian occupiers. And the last one for some of them," Reznikov wrote of 

the weapons, which have a range of 48 miles. 

US Sending More HIMARS Artillery to Ukraine - Just days after announcing a new billion-dollar weapons shipment, 

the White House announces $450 million more. 

The U.S. is sending more rocket artillery, thousands of howitzer rounds, and patrol boats to help Ukraine defend key 

cities in the Donbas, the White House announced Thursday. The $450 million security assistance package includes four 

High Mobility Artillery Rocket Systems, or HIMARS—truck-mounted weapons that can hit targets out to 40 miles.  

The U.S. has already delivered four HIMARS to Ukraine. The new package pushes the total value of munitions, anti-tank 

weapons, helicopters, vehicles and protective gear donated by the United States to Ukraine since February past $6.1 

billion. 

The patrol boats will “help Ukraine defend its coast and its waterways,” administration spokesman John Kirby said at the 

White House on Thursday. 

Can European industry support Macron’s ‘war-time economy’? Firms are wary - "We need to have a 

European strategy for industry and innovation because it’s good for our industries and our industrialists, it’s good for 

employment in our countries, it’s good to have a capacity for innovation that is dual and that our economy needs, and 

it’s good for our strategic sovereignty,” said Macron. 

Russia’s invasion of Ukraine has led the rest of Europe into a “war-time economy,” shocking many countries into making 

spectacular increases in their defense spending. And with increased spending comes increased opportunities — which 

have sent European industry scrambling to try and find ways to meet the potential demand. 

French President Emmanuel Macron laid down a clear marker when he opened the 15th biennial Eurosatory land 

armaments exhibition a week ago, becoming the first head of state ever to do so — itself a statement of the moment 

and how the influx of defense spending, with roughly €150 billion ($158 billion) pledged by European nations since the 

start of Russia’s invasion, could have major domestic impacts for political leaders. 

His remark that “spending a lot to spend elsewhere is not a good idea” was clearly aimed at those European countries 

that are buying American, such as Germany, which within days of announcing a €100 billion ($105 billion) injection of 

funds into defense promptly announced it would buy up to 35 US F-35 fighter aircraft. 

European industry certainly seems ready to jump in. Eurosatory broke its previous attendance record, with preliminary 

figures released by organizer COGES saying over 100,000 people came to the (professionals only) five-day exhibition 

where 1,730 companies from 63 countries — no Russians this time — were showing their wares. Between 220 to 250 

official delegations visited. 

But a number of executives at the show expressed concern about whether the idea that European industry can scale up 

to meet expectations may simply be unrealistic. The European governments may want to spend domestically, but 

ultimately they need to be able to get what they need. 
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Sanctions 

Russian oil tankers get India safety cover via Dubai company - India is providing safety certification for dozens 

of ships managed by a Dubai subsidiary of top Russian shipping group Sovcomflot, official data showed, enabling oil 

exports to India and elsewhere after Western certifiers withdrew their services due to global sanctions against Moscow. 

Certification by the Indian Register of Shipping, one of the world's top classification companies, provides a final link in 

the paperwork chain - after insurance coverage - needed to keep state-owned Sovcomflot's tanker fleet afloat and 

delivering Russian crude oil to overseas markets. 

Data compiled from the IRClass website shows that it has certified more than 80 ships managed by SCF Management 

Services (Dubai) Ltd, a Dubai-based entity listed as a subsidiary on Sovcomflot's website. 

Kaliningrad - Lithuania's leaders are heated over Russia's "lie" about a blockade of Kaliningrad, Prime Minister Ingrida 

Šimonytė said in a rare statement Wednesday from Vilnius. The allegation from Moscow follows the implementation of 

European Union sanctions resulting from Putin's invasion nearly four months ago. Those "sanctions were agreed by all 

the EU member states on March 15," Šimonytė said Wednesday. And after a three-month transitional period, the first of 

those—affecting steel and ferrous metals—went into effect this past weekend, beginning June 17. But in the bigger 

picture, "Steel and ferrous metal products account for only around 1% of the total rail freight to Kaliningrad via Lithuania," 

Šimonytė explained.  

"All the other goods necessary for people living in the Kaliningrad Oblast—food, pharmaceuticals, etc.—are being 

transported," she said. And just in case there was any question, "Passenger transit is also taking place, under a special 

agreement by the EU, Russia, and Lithuania," Šimonytė said. The BBC has more about this stink caused entirely by the 

Kremlin's invasion, here. 

Cancel Russia's UN Contracts - While Western governments are escalating their sanctions on Russia, the UN 

continues to spend tens of millions of dollars a year on Russian goods and services. This procurement, which principally 

involves Russian companies providing aircraft and pilots to UN peacekeeping missions, undermines U.S. and allied efforts 

to counter Russia’s invasion of Ukraine. 

From 2014, the year Russia annexed Crimea, through 2020 (the last year for which complete data is available), the UN 

spent more than $2.3 billion to procure Russian goods and services. Most of the helicopters currently being used by UN 

peacekeeping missions are reportedly supplied by Russian companies. 

In April, former Ukrainian officials at the UN alleged that because UN aircraft supplied by Russian companies are often 

piloted by retired Russian military officers, “it is likely that soon the UN will be served by the same aircrews who leveled 

Aleppo and are now bombing Kharkiv and Mariupol.” 

It is an embarrassment for the UN to be hiring Russian aircraft for peacekeeping operations when Russia and its aircraft 

are slaughtering civilians in Ukraine under the false pretext of conducting a “peacekeeping operation” there. In paying 

for these services, the UN also appears to be violating the spirit of Western sanctions cutting Russia off from the 

international financial system. 

Putin says Russia's trade with China, India, Brazil, and South Africa has jumped 38% - amid sanctions and 

war in Ukraine. Trade volume with those four countries — which along with Russia make up the so-calls BRICS countries 

— totaled $45 billion in that time, he said. 

"Russian oil supplies to China and India are growing noticeably," Putin said in a video stream to the BRICS Business 

Summit.  
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China and India have ramped up purchases of discounted Russian crude since the war in Ukraine began, while other 

buyers have self-sanctioned or imposed sanctions against trading with Moscow. 

Putin 

Estonia's PM warns Putin doesn't seem to want to stop his invasion anytime soon - Prime Minister Kaja 

Kallas told the Associated Press in an interview published Thursday. "They have plenty of troops still who can come. They 

are not counting the lives that they are losing. They are not counting the artillery that they are losing there. So I don't 

think that we should underestimate them in the longer term to still keep this up," Kallas said from Tallinn. 

"So far, it has been a negative surprise to Putin that we are still united," she said, referring to the sanctions regime EU 

and G7 members have implemented to punish Moscow. "For us, it is important to not make that mistake again like we 

did in Crimea, Donbas, Georgia. We have done the same mistake already three times," she said. "The only thing that 

Putin hears from this is that 'I can do this because no punishment will follow.'" 

Geopolitics 

EU Leaders Make Ukraine, Moldova Official Candidates For Membership - The European Union has formally 

agreed to take the “historic” step of making Ukraine and Moldova candidates for EU membership in the midst of the war 

in Ukraine and Moscow’s bitter denunciations of the two countries’ intentions. 

European Council President Charles Michel announced the decision on June 23 at a summit in Brussels, calling it a historic 

moment. "Today marks a crucial step on your path towards the EU," Michel said. "Our future is together." 

Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelenskyy called the decision one of the most important for Ukraine in its 30 years of 

independence. 

"I believe that this decision is not only for Ukraine," Zelenskyy said in a video address to the Council. "This is the biggest 

step toward strengthening Europe that could be done right now in such difficult conditions, when the Russian war is 

testing our ability to preserve freedom and unity." 

He said Ukraine is capable of becoming a full member of the European Union. 

"I believe that the flag of the European Union will be in every Ukrainian city that we have yet to liberate from the 

occupation of the Russian Federation," he said. "The Ukrainian and European flags will be together even when we rebuild 

our state together after this war." 

Pro-Western Moldovan President Maia Sandu said the country is "starting on the road to the EU, which will bring 

Moldovans more prosperity, more opportunities, and more order in their country.” 

She acknowledged that Moldova has “a difficult road ahead," but said Moldovans are prepared to "walk, together, to 

ensure a better future for citizens." 

With All Eyes On Ukraine, Toqaev Navigates New Fault Lines Between Russia And Kazakhstan - With his 

power threatened by popular unrest and elite infighting in January, Kazakh President Qasym-Zhomart Toqaev called in 

Russian troops in a move that many observers thought would sacrifice Kazakhstan's independence and make Toqaev 

beholden to Moscow. 

But four months after Russian forces invaded Ukraine, Toqaev seemingly disproved that notion by defying the Kremlin 

while on stage with Russian President Vladimir Putin at the St. Petersburg International Economic Forum on June 17. 
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The Russian leader had earlier advanced the contentious claim on stage that the entire former Soviet Union is part of 

“historical Russia” and that other countries could face a similar fate to Ukraine if they also openly defied Moscow. 

When asked in St. Petersburg about Russia’s war by moderator Margarita Simonyan -- the editor in chief of the Russian 

news channel RT -- Toqaev stated that Nur-Sultan does not recognize the so-called Donetsk and Luhansk People's 

Republics in Ukraine’s eastern Donbas region that Russia has declared independent countries. 

“It has been calculated that if the right of nations to self-determination were actually implemented across the globe, then 

instead of the 193 states that now make up the UN there would be more than 500 or 600 states on Earth,” Toqaev said. 

“Naturally, it would be chaos.” 

He added that “for this reason we do not recognize Taiwan, or Kosovo, or [the breakaway Georgian regions of] South 

Ossetia or Abkhazia. This principle will be applied to quasi-state entities, which, in our opinion, Luhansk and Donetsk 

are.” 


